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key aspects of the mixed layer model
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balance between entrainment and subsidence 

balance between surface flux and  
turbulent flux + radiative  😎ing at the top 

balance between surface qt flux and  
turbulent flux qt at the top

we assumed that the vertical flux 
is turbulent and close the entrainment 

we ∼ ′w ′sv( ) ∼ ′w ′bv( ) BIR is a ratio between the negative buoyancy 
flux below the cloud and the total buoyancy flux  

(Bretherton and Wyant, 1997)



energy balance in the mixed layer model
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∫ dz =

entrainment flux + diabatic + storage + residual 

in a coupled state the residual << entrainment 
the residual flux is the downward flux at cloud base 

so that the main balance is between entrainment  and diabatic cooling 

when residual << entrainment 

—> zero

BIR = buoyancy integral  ratio



decoupling (of cloud base and LCL)
Assuming steady state w/o sources and w/o subcloud buoyancy flux   

′w ′sv z( ) =
0, 0 < z < zb
σ L ′w ′qt 0( ) zb < z < zi
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Using the entrainment rate formulation  (we/w*=A/Ri):
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δ zi
zi
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The energy balance:
Δsvwe − ΔFR ρ = R

Neglecting downward flux at cloud base (R) yields:
we > we

E = ΔFR ρΔsv when ′w ′sv(z = zb ) < 0

The two expressions for we yield a minimal condition for decoupling :

ΔFR FL <Q ≡ Aη δ zi
zi
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Here 𝜂 is about 0.9



decoupling (of cloud base and LCL)

decoupling is favored by 
smaller values of the ratio of 
boundary-layer radiative flux 
divergence to surface latent 
heat flux  

decoupling is favored and by 
a larger ratio of the LCL to the 
inversion height (a 
nondimensional measure of 
well-mixed stratocumulus 
thickness)

ΔFR FL <Q ≡ Aη δ zi
zi
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BIR = buoyancy integral  ratio



mixed layer height = f (boundary layer TKE) 

LCL= f (mean thermo. prop. @ surface)

inversion height = f (large scale forcing & we )

cloud base = f (thermo. prop. of rising parcels)
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(Bretherton et al , 2013)
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Figure 1. Marine boundary-layer stratocumulus cloud feedback mechanisms. In the figure, Sc denotes stratocumulus, RH
denotes relative humidity, and FT denotes the free troposphere. Adapted from [23]. (Online version in colour.)

cloud regimes; this finding has since been replicated by several other LESs in a CGILS follow-on
intercomparison (PN Blossey 2015, personal communication). Bretherton et al. categorized four
types of low cloud response, illustrated in figure 1 and listed in decreasing order of importance
given the dCMIP3 climate perturbation. These apply primarily to stratocumulus cloud layers,
with a large cloud fraction, a distinct capping inversion, with or without underlying cumulus
clouds, but the CGILS trade cumulus results [18,23] suggest that modified versions of these
response mechanisms also apply to shallow cumulus clouds. For stratocumulus with nearly 100%
cloud cover, they operate primarily by changing the horizontal-mean cloud thickness and liquid
water path, and hence its optical depth. In broken cloud regimes such as the CGILS trade cumulus
case, the response in cloud fraction tends to drive the response in radiative fluxes [18,23].

(i) Stratocumulus cloud reduction mechanisms
Thermodynamic: larger inversion specific humidity gradient (due to warmer climate or drier free
troposphere) promotes more efficient turbulent entrainment-driven drying of the boundary layer.
Several arguments of varying rigour have been given for this. Bretherton & Blossey [24] provided
an explanation for thermodynamic stratocumulus reduction in terms of Clausius–Clapeyron
‘entrainment liquid-flux feedback’ driven by stronger humidity and liquid water fluxes in the
cloud layer; see also [23]. Dussen et al. [25] performed idealized LESs with the same SST but
different inversion temperature and humidity jumps. To each such case, they applied a uniform
temperature increase with fixed relative humidity and simulated a cloud thinning, consistent with
the thermodynamic mechanism. They suggested that the increased humidity jump is the primary
control on the stratocumulus cloud thickness. Changes in wind speed or horizontal temperature
advection also affect boundary-layer turbulence and cloud cover, and are likely to affect regional
patterns of low cloud change, but appear to be of less importance for global cloud feedbacks [23].
Radiative: increased free-tropospheric greenhouse gases (CO2 and water vapour) inhibit longwave
radiative cooling from boundary-layer cloud tops, decreasing convective vertical moisture
transport.

(ii) Stratocumulus cloud increase mechanisms
Stability: larger inversion temperature increase reduces dry air entrainment.
Dynamic: less subsidence allows a deeper inversion with more vertical development of clouds.
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(Bretherton et al , 2013)
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cloud regimes; this finding has since been replicated by several other LESs in a CGILS follow-on
intercomparison (PN Blossey 2015, personal communication). Bretherton et al. categorized four
types of low cloud response, illustrated in figure 1 and listed in decreasing order of importance
given the dCMIP3 climate perturbation. These apply primarily to stratocumulus cloud layers,
with a large cloud fraction, a distinct capping inversion, with or without underlying cumulus
clouds, but the CGILS trade cumulus results [18,23] suggest that modified versions of these
response mechanisms also apply to shallow cumulus clouds. For stratocumulus with nearly 100%
cloud cover, they operate primarily by changing the horizontal-mean cloud thickness and liquid
water path, and hence its optical depth. In broken cloud regimes such as the CGILS trade cumulus
case, the response in cloud fraction tends to drive the response in radiative fluxes [18,23].

(i) Stratocumulus cloud reduction mechanisms
Thermodynamic: larger inversion specific humidity gradient (due to warmer climate or drier free
troposphere) promotes more efficient turbulent entrainment-driven drying of the boundary layer.
Several arguments of varying rigour have been given for this. Bretherton & Blossey [24] provided
an explanation for thermodynamic stratocumulus reduction in terms of Clausius–Clapeyron
‘entrainment liquid-flux feedback’ driven by stronger humidity and liquid water fluxes in the
cloud layer; see also [23]. Dussen et al. [25] performed idealized LESs with the same SST but
different inversion temperature and humidity jumps. To each such case, they applied a uniform
temperature increase with fixed relative humidity and simulated a cloud thinning, consistent with
the thermodynamic mechanism. They suggested that the increased humidity jump is the primary
control on the stratocumulus cloud thickness. Changes in wind speed or horizontal temperature
advection also affect boundary-layer turbulence and cloud cover, and are likely to affect regional
patterns of low cloud change, but appear to be of less importance for global cloud feedbacks [23].
Radiative: increased free-tropospheric greenhouse gases (CO2 and water vapour) inhibit longwave
radiative cooling from boundary-layer cloud tops, decreasing convective vertical moisture
transport.

(ii) Stratocumulus cloud increase mechanisms
Stability: larger inversion temperature increase reduces dry air entrainment.
Dynamic: less subsidence allows a deeper inversion with more vertical development of clouds.
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cloud regimes; this finding has since been replicated by several other LESs in a CGILS follow-on
intercomparison (PN Blossey 2015, personal communication). Bretherton et al. categorized four
types of low cloud response, illustrated in figure 1 and listed in decreasing order of importance
given the dCMIP3 climate perturbation. These apply primarily to stratocumulus cloud layers,
with a large cloud fraction, a distinct capping inversion, with or without underlying cumulus
clouds, but the CGILS trade cumulus results [18,23] suggest that modified versions of these
response mechanisms also apply to shallow cumulus clouds. For stratocumulus with nearly 100%
cloud cover, they operate primarily by changing the horizontal-mean cloud thickness and liquid
water path, and hence its optical depth. In broken cloud regimes such as the CGILS trade cumulus
case, the response in cloud fraction tends to drive the response in radiative fluxes [18,23].

(i) Stratocumulus cloud reduction mechanisms
Thermodynamic: larger inversion specific humidity gradient (due to warmer climate or drier free
troposphere) promotes more efficient turbulent entrainment-driven drying of the boundary layer.
Several arguments of varying rigour have been given for this. Bretherton & Blossey [24] provided
an explanation for thermodynamic stratocumulus reduction in terms of Clausius–Clapeyron
‘entrainment liquid-flux feedback’ driven by stronger humidity and liquid water fluxes in the
cloud layer; see also [23]. Dussen et al. [25] performed idealized LESs with the same SST but
different inversion temperature and humidity jumps. To each such case, they applied a uniform
temperature increase with fixed relative humidity and simulated a cloud thinning, consistent with
the thermodynamic mechanism. They suggested that the increased humidity jump is the primary
control on the stratocumulus cloud thickness. Changes in wind speed or horizontal temperature
advection also affect boundary-layer turbulence and cloud cover, and are likely to affect regional
patterns of low cloud change, but appear to be of less importance for global cloud feedbacks [23].
Radiative: increased free-tropospheric greenhouse gases (CO2 and water vapour) inhibit longwave
radiative cooling from boundary-layer cloud tops, decreasing convective vertical moisture
transport.

(ii) Stratocumulus cloud increase mechanisms
Stability: larger inversion temperature increase reduces dry air entrainment.
Dynamic: less subsidence allows a deeper inversion with more vertical development of clouds.
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cloud regimes; this finding has since been replicated by several other LESs in a CGILS follow-on
intercomparison (PN Blossey 2015, personal communication). Bretherton et al. categorized four
types of low cloud response, illustrated in figure 1 and listed in decreasing order of importance
given the dCMIP3 climate perturbation. These apply primarily to stratocumulus cloud layers,
with a large cloud fraction, a distinct capping inversion, with or without underlying cumulus
clouds, but the CGILS trade cumulus results [18,23] suggest that modified versions of these
response mechanisms also apply to shallow cumulus clouds. For stratocumulus with nearly 100%
cloud cover, they operate primarily by changing the horizontal-mean cloud thickness and liquid
water path, and hence its optical depth. In broken cloud regimes such as the CGILS trade cumulus
case, the response in cloud fraction tends to drive the response in radiative fluxes [18,23].

(i) Stratocumulus cloud reduction mechanisms
Thermodynamic: larger inversion specific humidity gradient (due to warmer climate or drier free
troposphere) promotes more efficient turbulent entrainment-driven drying of the boundary layer.
Several arguments of varying rigour have been given for this. Bretherton & Blossey [24] provided
an explanation for thermodynamic stratocumulus reduction in terms of Clausius–Clapeyron
‘entrainment liquid-flux feedback’ driven by stronger humidity and liquid water fluxes in the
cloud layer; see also [23]. Dussen et al. [25] performed idealized LESs with the same SST but
different inversion temperature and humidity jumps. To each such case, they applied a uniform
temperature increase with fixed relative humidity and simulated a cloud thinning, consistent with
the thermodynamic mechanism. They suggested that the increased humidity jump is the primary
control on the stratocumulus cloud thickness. Changes in wind speed or horizontal temperature
advection also affect boundary-layer turbulence and cloud cover, and are likely to affect regional
patterns of low cloud change, but appear to be of less importance for global cloud feedbacks [23].
Radiative: increased free-tropospheric greenhouse gases (CO2 and water vapour) inhibit longwave
radiative cooling from boundary-layer cloud tops, decreasing convective vertical moisture
transport.

(ii) Stratocumulus cloud increase mechanisms
Stability: larger inversion temperature increase reduces dry air entrainment.
Dynamic: less subsidence allows a deeper inversion with more vertical development of clouds.
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cloud regimes; this finding has since been replicated by several other LESs in a CGILS follow-on
intercomparison (PN Blossey 2015, personal communication). Bretherton et al. categorized four
types of low cloud response, illustrated in figure 1 and listed in decreasing order of importance
given the dCMIP3 climate perturbation. These apply primarily to stratocumulus cloud layers,
with a large cloud fraction, a distinct capping inversion, with or without underlying cumulus
clouds, but the CGILS trade cumulus results [18,23] suggest that modified versions of these
response mechanisms also apply to shallow cumulus clouds. For stratocumulus with nearly 100%
cloud cover, they operate primarily by changing the horizontal-mean cloud thickness and liquid
water path, and hence its optical depth. In broken cloud regimes such as the CGILS trade cumulus
case, the response in cloud fraction tends to drive the response in radiative fluxes [18,23].

(i) Stratocumulus cloud reduction mechanisms
Thermodynamic: larger inversion specific humidity gradient (due to warmer climate or drier free
troposphere) promotes more efficient turbulent entrainment-driven drying of the boundary layer.
Several arguments of varying rigour have been given for this. Bretherton & Blossey [24] provided
an explanation for thermodynamic stratocumulus reduction in terms of Clausius–Clapeyron
‘entrainment liquid-flux feedback’ driven by stronger humidity and liquid water fluxes in the
cloud layer; see also [23]. Dussen et al. [25] performed idealized LESs with the same SST but
different inversion temperature and humidity jumps. To each such case, they applied a uniform
temperature increase with fixed relative humidity and simulated a cloud thinning, consistent with
the thermodynamic mechanism. They suggested that the increased humidity jump is the primary
control on the stratocumulus cloud thickness. Changes in wind speed or horizontal temperature
advection also affect boundary-layer turbulence and cloud cover, and are likely to affect regional
patterns of low cloud change, but appear to be of less importance for global cloud feedbacks [23].
Radiative: increased free-tropospheric greenhouse gases (CO2 and water vapour) inhibit longwave
radiative cooling from boundary-layer cloud tops, decreasing convective vertical moisture
transport.

(ii) Stratocumulus cloud increase mechanisms
Stability: larger inversion temperature increase reduces dry air entrainment.
Dynamic: less subsidence allows a deeper inversion with more vertical development of clouds.
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Lagrangian vs Eulerian Transition
Composite versus climatological transition 

composite 

climatological 

The transition is 

very robust 

(Sandu et al. 2010)



Lagrangian Evolution of Cloud Fraction

(Sandu et al. 2010)

Temporal evolution of cloud fraction 
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Transition as Function of SST
What have we learned? 

However, the role of large scale divergence, free-tropospheric humidity or 

precipitation cannot be ruled out. How can we get more insights?  LES 

The transition is mainly a generic 

response of cloud cover to increased 

SST and decreased LTS as the air 

masses advect equatorward 

(Sandu et al. 2010)



Lagrangian vs Eulerian Transition

(Sandu et al. 2010)

Sandu et al 2010 concludes that  
… “the increase in sea surface temperature and the 
associated decrease in lower tropospheric stability 
appear to play a far more important role in cloud evolution 
than other factors including changes in large scale 
divergence and upper tropospheric humidity “ … 
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cloud regimes; this finding has since been replicated by several other LESs in a CGILS follow-on
intercomparison (PN Blossey 2015, personal communication). Bretherton et al. categorized four
types of low cloud response, illustrated in figure 1 and listed in decreasing order of importance
given the dCMIP3 climate perturbation. These apply primarily to stratocumulus cloud layers,
with a large cloud fraction, a distinct capping inversion, with or without underlying cumulus
clouds, but the CGILS trade cumulus results [18,23] suggest that modified versions of these
response mechanisms also apply to shallow cumulus clouds. For stratocumulus with nearly 100%
cloud cover, they operate primarily by changing the horizontal-mean cloud thickness and liquid
water path, and hence its optical depth. In broken cloud regimes such as the CGILS trade cumulus
case, the response in cloud fraction tends to drive the response in radiative fluxes [18,23].

(i) Stratocumulus cloud reduction mechanisms
Thermodynamic: larger inversion specific humidity gradient (due to warmer climate or drier free
troposphere) promotes more efficient turbulent entrainment-driven drying of the boundary layer.
Several arguments of varying rigour have been given for this. Bretherton & Blossey [24] provided
an explanation for thermodynamic stratocumulus reduction in terms of Clausius–Clapeyron
‘entrainment liquid-flux feedback’ driven by stronger humidity and liquid water fluxes in the
cloud layer; see also [23]. Dussen et al. [25] performed idealized LESs with the same SST but
different inversion temperature and humidity jumps. To each such case, they applied a uniform
temperature increase with fixed relative humidity and simulated a cloud thinning, consistent with
the thermodynamic mechanism. They suggested that the increased humidity jump is the primary
control on the stratocumulus cloud thickness. Changes in wind speed or horizontal temperature
advection also affect boundary-layer turbulence and cloud cover, and are likely to affect regional
patterns of low cloud change, but appear to be of less importance for global cloud feedbacks [23].
Radiative: increased free-tropospheric greenhouse gases (CO2 and water vapour) inhibit longwave
radiative cooling from boundary-layer cloud tops, decreasing convective vertical moisture
transport.

(ii) Stratocumulus cloud increase mechanisms
Stability: larger inversion temperature increase reduces dry air entrainment.
Dynamic: less subsidence allows a deeper inversion with more vertical development of clouds.
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Low cloud fraction vs. LT stability

Accounts for >80% of interseasonal and geographic 
variations of low cloud amount
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CF can be related to changes in subsidence warming!

Subsidence!
warming!

Cloud-top!
rad. cooling!Δ" Δ"=! CF! =! Subsidence!

warming!Δ" / F0!

(Chung et al. 2012)

CF Controlled by Subsidence Warming

(Related to LTS)


